Joy woke up with a smile on her face. Today was her birthday. It was going to be a great day. When Joy went downstairs for breakfast, Joy’s feelings were hurt. No one in her family said happy birthday. She got on the bus and tried to cheer herself up. She knew her teacher would not forget her birthday. Everyone’s birthday in the class was posted on the wall. During calendar time in math, her teacher stopped and announced Joy’s birthday. This made Joy feel a little better, but she couldn’t stop thinking about how her family did not remember to wish her a happy birthday during breakfast. While in art class, Joy drew a picture about her birthday. When her art teacher saw what Joy was drawing, she asked Joy to explain her picture. Joy explained that the picture was about her family forgetting her birthday. It was time for the class to go to the cafeteria. When Joy walked in, she saw her mom, dad, and brother standing next to her table with a birthday cake. Joy was so excited. They remembered after all!

Using the paragraph above, there are 7 sentence fragments. Find them and rewrite the fragments as complete sentences below.

1) ________________________________________________________________
2) ________________________________________________________________
3) ________________________________________________________________
4) ________________________________________________________________
5) ________________________________________________________________
6) ________________________________________________________________